SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
Revision Worksheet
Class: VI

Name:

Subject: Science

Sec / Roll No:__
.

Objective: To revise for Annual Examination
1. Draw and label.
---_.__ ._a. Symbols of different electric components.
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l
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b. Open circuit and closed circuit.
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c. Structure of a flower.
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rtru~ture of a leaf,

---------------_.

e. Cause & effect mind map from Le. Waste Management.

f. Separating

I

L

funnel.

Class: VI fro Mathematics . __ .
Solve the following: oBJ't;::.C.'I,/G::.
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1. Which of the following integers in ascending or~,a)7, 12 ·1 +, -12,0,3, -1
b) -15, 17, -235, -325, 104
2. Writ the following integers in descending order:
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a) 1~, 0,2:, -11, -14, 3, -5 b) -18, -81, 7, 0, -100, 73, 9c) 217, -209, -111, 101,29, -6
3. Wnte all integers between a) 3 and -4
b) 4 and 0 c) 3 and-3
d) -17 and -12 e) -1 and-6
4. a) Write 4 negative integers less than -15 b) Write 5 negative integers greater than -l3.
:. lfwe move 7 numbers to the left of2~11 the number line, where will we reach?
6. Add the integers in each of the following: a) -203, 175 b) 124, -8
c) -97, -23 d) 51, -63
.
e) 200, -97 t) -6290, -2110
7. Determine the LCM of following numbersa) 6,8,45
b) 9,18,21 c) 15,20,30 d) 20,24,36
8. Using division method, fmd HCF of
a) 398. 436,542
b) 144, 180, 192
9. Are 12, 18, 8, 12 in proportion?

10. Verify whether the following numbers arc in proportion.
a) 21, 16, 35, 10 b) 24,45, 16, 30
11. If 16 notebooks cost <'192, how much would 30 note books cost?
12. in a factory, a worker is paid <'1890 for 6 days. How much will he get ifhe works for 25
days?
l3. A man earns <'62000 in 4 months.

ajllow much will he earn in 7 months?
b) In how many months will he earn <'77500?

14. Out of 36 students in a class, 9 participate in classical dance, 12 participate in English
debate and the remaining participate in singing competition. Find the ratio of
a) number of students participating in classical dance to the number of students
participating in English debate.
h) number of students participating in English debate to the number of students
C')

participating in singing competition.
(lumber of students participating in singing competition to the total number of

students.
15. There are 210 teachers in a school of3300 students. Find the ratio of teachers to the
number of students.
Revision
and write the classification of triangles based
on sides and angles.
\~. Draw and write the properties of rectangle, rhombus
and parallelogram.
<6. Ora: . and write about cube, cone and cylinder.
) . DIm" a circle, mark and define the followingradi
diameter chord, sector and egment.
"Jraw
\ rite the differen
between line, line

\6.. Draw

ray.

Sanghamitra School
Class: VI
Revision for Annual Examination
Sub: English
I. Fditil~ ]'h~~e is an error in each line of the follO'.ving passage. Write the incorrect word and
Q.Q[fectiOll,.
Incorrect word
Correct word
J . Our Principal have informed me
1.
_ ----that Thas been chosen for the debate
2. --competition of the school. I wanted
3.
---------to know how much competitors
4.
was there. Ht told me that only
5.
a few was serious. I was
6. ---_._---happy that I were selected for
7.
the competition.
lUil!

t~

~nthe b~~J1kswith appropriate forms of the verbs given in the brackets.

1. Mohan and Suman

enjoying the celebrations. ( was / are)

2. Either you or he

telling a lie. ( are / is)

3. Neither his child nor his wife
4. One of my brothers

arrived. (has / have)
coming to help me. (were / is)

5. The cost of these items

risen. (has / have)

6. Every adult citizen of our country
7. Karan

.__

the right to vote. (enjoy / enjoys)

proper uniform to school. (wear / wears)

!U.!_E&~pT~ngetl1~following words! phrases to form.JIleaningful sentences.
1. beauty / of / Taj Mahal / is / the / known / over / the / world / all
2. quality / honesty / best / is / the man / of
3. the / were! bravery / rewarded / their / soldiers / for
4. will! when / return / you / books / these
IV. Re:,-vritethe following sentences in passive voice:
1. This hotel selves only vegetarian food.
2. The police has issued a red alert.
3. The bo)Sare flying kits.
4. AB the students have attended the lecture.
V. Story writilJg~
Once upon a time there lived a king and queen. They lived in a huge palace. They had seven sons who we~e
constantly fighung
,
And they 1 ived happily ever after. Complete the above story 111
about 150 words, taking ideas from the visual below. Supply a suitable title to it.
.

g
ish between a
.Explain different types
nllage.
3.

ite about latitudinal a

extent of India .
.Distinguish between wea

e a

climate.
S.Describe the thermal zones
zones.
6.Explain the scales used in ma

